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IL THE BENEFITS OF YfER FOR THE PORTFOLIO OF FUSION CONFIGURAnONS

Prof. Robert J. Goldston
Director, Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory

Abstract

Recent plasma science challenges are 1) what limits the pressure in plasmas?
(macroscopic stability) 2 how do hot particles and plasma waves interact in the non-
linear regime? (wave-particle interactions), 3 what causes plasma transport? (microscopic
turbulence transport) and 4 how can high-temperature plasma and material surface co-
exist? (plasma-material interactions). This fusion plasma science is addressed using a
"Portfolio" of configurations, like Stellarator, Tokamak, Spherical Torus, Reversed Field
Pinch, Spheromak, and Field Reversed Configuration. Namely, the scientific results from
one configuration benefit progress in others. Recent example of this effort can be found in
NCSX, NSTX and RFP. TER will provide very significant benefits to the development of
the full fusion portfolio; macroscopic stability, wave-particle interactions, microturbulence
& transport, plasma-material interactions, and technical demonstration of an integrated
fusion system.

1. Recent Plasma Science Challenges

As the key scientific issues we fusion society needs to address, the US National
Research Council Plasma Science Committee defined the Plasma Science Challenges as
follows;
1) Macroscopic stability; what limits the pressure in plasmas?
2) Wave-particle interactions; how do hot particles and plasina waves interact in the

nonlinear regime?
3) Micro turbulence transport; what causes plasma transport?
4) Plasma material interactions; how can high temperature plasma and material surfaces co-

exist?
These issues are, at the same time, connected to the wide scientific community outside the
fusion research; for example 1) Geomagnetic substorms 2 Solar coronal beating, 3)
Astrophysical accretion disks, and 4 Materials processing, respectively.
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2. "Portfolio" of Configurations

In order to address these issues, the fusion plasma science program in US is
addressed using a "Portfolio" of configurations. The basic philosophies are;
I) Scientific synergy (common nderlying physics): Ideas from one configuration help

others. Hybrid configurations can ernerge (e.g. compact stellarator as a hybrid of tokamak
and stellarator systems). This hilosophy provides broader test of plasma science
understandings.

11) Complementarity: Range of configurations avoids common roadblocks (such as
bootstrap current control). Inertial Fusion Energy development in parallel to the Magnetic
Fusion Energy (WE) development is the best exarnple. This philosophy broadens
scientific and technology impact of fsion science.

111) Coordination The annual budget of the world fusion program is more than I billion US
dollar. The US program plans to complement the world efforts. It is very important to
take advantage to have opportunities to share progress with advanced scientific facilities
world wide.

The WE configurations range from the externally controlled system where the
magnetic field is produced by external coils to the self-organized system where plasma
generates its own magnetic field. An example of the former is Stellarator characterized by
more stable steady-state, and that of the latter is the Field Reversed Configuration (FRQ
characterized by low aspect ratio and potentially high power density. ITER, the Tokamak
system, is located between the two, and it is well positioned to study the plasma physics in
both directions.

The four scientific topics mentioned above in Sec. I and the key issues in each topic
are listed in Fig.11.1 over the variety of the WE configurations from te externally
controlled (e.g. Stellarator) to the self-organized system e.g. FRQ. We can nderstand
commonality of physics and complementarity towards the goal, The ITER Tokamak locates
between the two extremes, where many of the scientific issues can be studied and it
contributes to the whole issues.

The US Magnetic Fusion Energy portfolio is shown in Fig.II.2. In the range of the
'Concept Exploration' experiments (with 100eV regime of plasmas), were only the US
programs are shown for simplicity, the US program has Advanced Stellarator, Tokamaks,
Spherical Torus, Reversed Field Pinch, FRC and emerging configurations, Above it, there
are the ranges of 'Proof of Principle' (-keV plasmas) and Performance Extension' (- 10keV
plasmas), and 'Fusion Energy Development' (with igh fusion product-, ITER) in the world.
As shown in this figure, broad spectrum of the configurations has been investigated all over
the world step by step. The ITER project contributes not only to the tokamak line but also
to the whole spectrum including different configurations.

3. Proof of Principle Experiments in US

The National Compact Stellarator Experiment (NCSX) program is aiming at concept
demonstration of steady-state high beta high confinement disruption-free plasmas. This
scientific research program addresses the three dimensional macroscopic stability and
disruption studies at high beta, the irricroturbulence and transport in te quasi-symmetry
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system, wave-particle interactions with three dimensional fast ion resonances, plasma -
boundary interactions, and effects of magnetic stochasticity, The NCSX quasi-
axisymmetric design combines stellarator and tokamak advantages, the 3D shaping is stable
to disruptive modes ad very sall ripple improves confinement, Te National Spherical
Torus Expefirrient (NSTX) has reached its initial goal successfully and achieved ideal no-
wall beta limit of �,=25%. The Madison Symmetric Torus Reversed Field Pinch has
demonstrated a dramatic increase of electron temperature (from - OOeV to 7OOeV) with
Pulsed Poloidal Current Drive.

4. Extension of Fusion Plasma Science with ITER

ITER will extend the fusion plasma science to exciting new regimes: The
macroscopic stability research and the microturbulence transport research can be
extended to tire ew plasma regime with low collisionality, small gyro-radius and intense
alpha particle population. The wave-particle interaction can be studied at intense and
isotropic alpha particle concentrations. ITER enables studies on longer-lasting plasma-
material interaction with much more intense heat and particle loads. The most important
contribution of ITER is technological demonstration of an integrated fusion system
including power systems, magnets, plasma facing components, nclear components, tritium
handling and retention, and remote maintenance. Such innovative researches in ITER
contribute to the wide range of the fusion science. Tables I a)-(e) summarize the
contributions of ITER to the fusion science in the research fields of (a) Macroscopic
Stability, (b) Wave-particle Interactions, (c) Microturbulence & Transport, (d) Plasma-
material Interactions, and (e) Technological Demonstration of an Integrated Fusion System,
with emphasis on commonality, complementarity and contributions to the other magnetic
fusion configurations, Stellarator, Spherical Torus and Reversed Field Pinch.

5. Conclusions and Future

A set of key scientific issues for fusion is being resolved by a cooperative 'portfolio'
approach. Scientific results from one configuration benefit progress in others. ITER will
provide very significant benefits to the development of the full fusion portfolio.

A wise advice from Buddhism says, "Even if you are knocked down seven times, you
should get tip at the eighth time," meaning the tenacity of purpose. A Talmudic wisdom is
as follows: An 85-year-old rabbi planting a young tree said to a young man coming by "It is
not up to us to finish the work, nor are we permitted to desist from it." If we can have
folks studying tokamaks and folks studying alternatives working together, we can provide
something very beautiful and valuable for our grandchildren.
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Table l(a): Contribution of ITER: Macroscopic Stability
Macroscopic Stability
ITER: Effects of low collisionality smaller qVro-radius, intense alpha pa icles

Stellarators Spherical Torus Reversed Field Pinch
underlying generally similar: very similar with exception of largely dissimilar.
instability shear reversal

Effects of alpha particles Effects of alpha particles Significant commonality of
and normalized gyro- and normalized gyro-radius stabilization techniques.
radius to be similar to be similar

key physics Physics of magnetic Effects of 3D coupling. Dynamics of tearing
contributions island and kink & Effects of 'Glasser term'modes

ballooning modes island stabilization.

commonality very high very high moderately high
lof physics I I

Table l(b): Contribution of ITER: Wave-particle Interactions
Wave-particle Interactions
ITER: Effects of intense, isotropic alpha rticle concentrations

Stellarators Spherical Torus Reversed Field Pinch
plasma very similar plasma and higher beta, higher VaNA, higher beta, higher VaNA,
parameters alpha parameters, but similar symmetry, lower but similar symmetry and

much physics overlap aspectr atio aspect ratio.
key physics Enhanced non-symmetry Compressional Alfven Effects of magnetic
contributions of orbits and modes. Eigenmodes or other modes turbulence on alpha

for alpha channeling. particles,

commonality very high moderately high moderately high
of physics

Table l(c): Contribution of ITER: Microturbulence &Transport
Microturbulence Uransport
ITER: Effects of low collisionality, smaller civro-radius, isotope effects

Stellarators Spherical Torus Reversed Field Pinch
plasma very similar parameters, higher beta, higher V.N,,,, higher beta, higher VNA,

parameters much physics overlap but similar symmetry, lower but similar symmetry and
aspect ratio. aspect ratio.
May not require as low
normalized gyro-radius as
tokamaks.

key physics Greater non-symmetry of Expected suppression of ion Effects of magnetic macro
contributions orbits. modes. turbulence on confinement

Effects of radial electric Enhanced magnetic micro-
field. turbulence effects.

Neoclassical effects on H-
mode ph sics

commonality very high very high moderate
lof physics
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Table I d): Contribution of 1TER: Plasma-material Interactions
Plasma-material Interactions
ITER: Much more intense, longer-lasting nteractions

Stellarators - Spherical Torus Reversed Field Pinch
plasma Very similar parameters. Similar divertor and scrape- Edge geometry for RFP
parameters Much physics overlap. off layer geometry. power source not resolved.

Lack of disruptions may ST may have even higher RFP rnay even have even
open up wider range of pafficle and power fluxes. higher particle and power
edge options. fluxes.

key physics Non-symmetry of scrape- Effects of trapping on SOL Effects of magnetic
contributions off layer physics turbulence on p1sama wall

interactions.
commonality extremely high extremely high moderately high
of physics

Table (e): Contribution of ITER: Technological demonstration of an integrated fusion
s stem

Technological demonstration of an integrated fusion system
ITER: Power systems, magnets, plasma facing components, nuclear components,

tritium h ding and retention, remote maintenance
Stellarators Spherical Torus Reversed Field Pinch

technology Very similar Very similar Similar
requirements May not require

superconducting coils.
extra issue non-symmetry of normal conducting central

svstems column
commonality extremely high extremely high very high
of technology
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APPENDIX

The Presentation Documents for Prof. R. Goldston
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The Benef lots of ITER for the
Portfolio of Fusion Co orations

Professor Robert J. Goldston

Director, DOE Princeton University

Plasma Physics Laboratory

Symposium for ITER
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Plasma Science ChaLLiLnqes
NFC Plasma Science Committee

• Macroscopic Stability

- What limits the pressure in plasmas?

Geomagnetic substorms

• Wave-particle interactions

- How do hot particles and plasma waves
interact in the nonlinear regime?

Soiar coronal aheaflng

• Aficroturbulence & Transport A.

- What causes plasma transport?
Astraphysicai accretion isks

• Plasma-material Interactions

How can high-temperature plasma

and material surfaces co-exist?
Materials processing
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Fusion Plasma Science is Addressed
O

using a Portfol"o" of ConfiguraMons
* Scieritific synergy - Common underlying physics

- ideas from one configuration help others.
- Hybrid configurations emerge (e.g., Compact Stellarator).
- Provides broader test of plasma science understanding.

* Breadth - Complementarity

Range of configurations avoids common roadblocks.
inertial Fusion Energy is the best example of this.
Broadens science and technology impact of fusion science.

* Coordination - > 1 B year World Program

- U.S. program planned to complement world efforts.
- Opportunities to share progress with advanced scientific facilities

worldwide.

P. 3
Amu inionflTany

The Portfolio of MFE Configurations
Eixternally Oamtrolled Scalf-Organ�zed

Example: Stellarator Example: FRC
Coils link plasma Coils do not link plasma

Magnetic fields from external currents B from internal currents
Toroidal field >> poloidal field Poloidal B >> Toroidal 
Large R/a R/a --> 1.0
More stable, better confinement Higher power density

P. 4
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Sciance Topics vs. MEE Configuratiorls
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The Fusion Energy Goal Drives
Leading-edge Plasma Science
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The Magnetic Fusion [energy Portfolio
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National Compact Stellarator Experiment will
Address Key Issues of Fus!on Plasma Science

F - Macroscopic Stability:
Disruptions - when, why, why not?
=*High , 3-D stability to kink, ballooning,
neoclassical tearing, vertical displacement.

• Microiurbuience and Transport:
Is quasi-symmetry effective at high Ti?
Challenge Er hear understanding via
ripple control.
=:� Quasi-symmetry, High Ti, flexible coils

• Wave-particle Interactions:
- no we understand 30 fast ion

rosonanees, AE modes in 3-D?

=:> Good fast ion conhnen)ent

• Plasma-boundary interaction:

- Effects of magnetic stochasticity?

=> High power, flexible coils

Auburn U., Columbia U., LLML, NYU, ORNL, PPPL, SML-A, U. Texas, UCSD, U. Wisconsin

Australia, Austria, Japan, Germany, Russia, Switzerland, Ukraine P. 
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NCSX Quasi-AxIsyrnmetric Design Combines
Stellarator ad Tokamak Advantages
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ITER will xtend Fusion Plasma Science
to Exciting New Regimes

• Macroscopic Stability
- Effects of low collisionality, smaller

gyro-radius, intense alpha particles.

• Wave-particle Interactions
- Effects of intense, isotropic alpha

particle concentrations.

• Microturbuience Transport
- Effects of low collisionality smaller

gyro-radius, isotope mass.

• Plasma-material Interactions
- Effects of much ore intense,

longer-lasting interactions.

• Technological demonstration
of an integrated fsion system
- Power systems, magnets, plasma facing

components, nuclear components, tritium
handling and retention, remote maintenance

_jPPPL
PHIMEtall PE ISMA
PHYSIE5 LASNATORY P 4
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Macroscopic Stability
• Steflarators

- Underlying instabilities generally similar
- Effects of s and p/a expected to be similar
- Key physics contributions:

Physics of magnetic islands
Physics of kink and ballooning modes

- Very high cornmonality of physics

• Spherical Torus
- Underlying instabilities very similar, with exception of shear reversal
- Effects of a's and p/a expected to be similar
- Key physics contributions:

Effects of 3D coupling
Effects of "Glasser term" island stabilization

- Very high commonality of physics

Reversed-field Pinch
-Underlying instabilities largely dissimilar
-Significant commonality of stabilization techniques.

Key physics contribution: Dynamics of tearing modes
Moderately high commonality of physics

-APPPL P.1 5PILIMEYOU PIASMA
PHYSICS IRBORATORY

Wave-Particle Interactions
• Stellarators

- Very similar plasma and alpha parameters - much physics overlap
- Key physics contribution:

Enhanced non-symmetry of orbits modes
- Very high commonality of physics

• Spherical Torus
- ST has higher beta, higher vtv,, but similar symmetry, lower R/a.
- Key physics contribution:

CAE or other modes for "alpha channeling"
- Moderately high commonality of physics

• Reversed-field Pinch
- REP has higher beta, higher V1VA, but similar symmetry and R/a.
- Key physics contribution:

Effects of magnetic turbulence on a particles
- Moderately high commonality of physics

733��V P P L
K PRIME1011 PLASMA

7ilpflyslls LABORATORY P.1 6
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Turbulence and Transport
* Stellarators

- Very similar plasma parameters - much physics overlap
- Key physics contributions:

Greater non-symmetry of orbits
Effects of radial electric fields

- Very high commonality of physics

* Spherical Torus
- ST has higher beta, but similar symmetry, lower R/a
- May not require as low p/a as tokamak
- Key physics contributions:

Expected suppression of ion modes
Enhanced magnetic microturbulence effects
Neoclassical effects on H-mode physics

- Very high commonality o physics

* Reversed-field Pinch
- RFP has higher beta but similar symmetry and R/a.
- Key physics contribution:

Effects of magnetic macro turbulence on confinement
- Moderate commonality of physics

_jPPPL PA 7
PHRICE10H PLOSM9
PHYSIES LRBOR ATORY

Plasma-Wall Interactions

* Stellarators
- Very similar plasma parameters - much physics overlap
- Lack of disruptions may open up wider range of edge options
- Key physics contribution:

Non-symmetry of scrape-off layer
- Extremely high commonality of physics

* Spherical Torus
- Similar divertor and scrape-off layer geometry.
- Key physics contributions:

ST may have even higher particle and power fluxes
Effect of trapping on SOL physics

- Extremely high commonality of physics

* Reversed-field Pinch
- Edge geometry for RFP power source not resolved.
- RFP may have even higher particle and power fluxes.
- Key physics contribution:

Effects of magnetic turbulence on plasma wall interactions
- Moderately high commonality of physics

",,PPPL PAS
PhifitElnn PLASM
PHYSIrs 94DRAraRv
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Integrated Technology Demonstration
Power systems, magnets, plasma facing components, nuclear

components, tritium handling, remote maintenance

• Stellarators
- Very similar technology requirements

- Extra stellarator issue: non-symmetry of systems

- Extremely high commonality of technology

• Spherical Torus
- Very similar technology requirements,

- Extra ST issue, normal conducting central column

- Extremely high commonality of technology

e Reversed-field Pinch
- Similar technology requirements

- May not require sperconducting coils

Very high commonality of technology

-APPPL
PINHIE100 195ma PA 9

Conclusions

• A set of key scientific issues for fusion is being resolved by

a cooperative "portfolio" approach.

• Scientific results from one configuration benefit progress in

others.

• ITER will provide very significant benefits to the

development of the full fusion portfolio.

P.20
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